Hiring? Do you want people to have these skills?  
Looking to get a job? These are qualities you want!

- Teamwork
- Respect
- Attitude
- Cooperation
- Problem Solving
- Interpersonal Skills
- Communication
- Creative Thinking
- Goal Setting
- Authenticity

Every Employer wants their workers to have these attributes!

How do we get students to embrace these concepts?

We help Build the Bridge to the other side!

The National Center for Craftsmanship, a 501c3 education non-profit, is pleased to partner with Teach Authentic to promote ethics and life skills training in our communities. The ethic of craftsmanship; creating quality through honesty, integrity and respect for others, is integral to the development and success of the craftsperson. Only through such qualities and the honoring of genuine relationships can the technical expert transform, achieving mastery of both the subject matter and themselves. To learn more go to www.nccraftsmanship.org.
Ethics and Life Skills

Ethics and Life Skills are what every young person needs to know to succeed in school and work. Learning how to use specific techniques to build relationships generates excitement about making good choices. Instead of being told what they “should” do, young people can be awakened to lead an ethical life that is empowering. Teach Authentic brings a method to help kids choose to be people of character.

On the Job Training Essentials

Students and employees are provided real-time training to incorporate work ethic essentials with technical skills. Teach Authentic delivers a curriculum whereby ethics and wisdom become organic pieces of each day’s content and process.

Teach Authentic can show you how giving people a voice increases investment in their own learning. Participants in Teach Authentic workshops say that it is life-changing. By building strong relationships based on integrity, students improve their performance in school, the workplace, and their lives.

Teach Authentic will provide you with the tools to bridge the gap between teachers and students, employers and employees, and individuals and groups to create an environment where people work together cooperatively and effectively.

Testimonials from Participants

“This workshop was inspirational and helped me figure out how to live my life in new and wholesome ways! Thank you!”

-Cody Van, Workshop participant 2013

“Teach Authentic’s workshop gave me so many great ideas that I could implement in my classroom immediately. The message was a good reminder to teach from who I am “authentically” rather than from how I think I should teach. This has helped me create a classroom environment that students can feel safe and learn.”

-Denise Pearson, Faculty Aims Community College, Greeley, CO

“I respect how Teach Authentic has a way of taking some broken kids and helping them heal and move forward in life and take responsibility for their actions.”

-Mary Kay Morrison, Instructional Coordinator, Front Range Community College, Fort Collins, CO